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 by Morgan   

Garam Masala 

"Fine Dining Indian Style"

The warm orange tones, brocade covered chairs , dark woods, and

beautiful chandelier give Garam Masala a tasteful elegance with an Indian

twist. Garam Masala serves up savory curries and spicy Tandoori fare.

With a daily changing lunch menu, the refined restaurant is good for

business meals. In the evening, the restaurant has an intimate atmosphere

perfect for a romantic evening out. Try their delicious traditional Dum

Biryani or Bhunna Gosht with Naan bread.

 +49 89 2424 5907  www.garam-masala.de  Radlsteg 1, Munich

 by Hajime NAKANO   

Sitar Indisches Restaurant 

"Harmony of Flavors"

Sitar Indisches Restaurant, nestled in Munich's Lehel district, offers

tantalizing Indian cuisine. Choose from a lighter meal of naan (Indian

bread) along with chicken, fish or meat curry, or select a thali (platter of

rice, gravy, vegetables and salad) for a sumptuous fare. The life-size

figurine, of an Indian goddess, by the door welcomes all the guests into

the brightly colored interiors of this restaurant. Guests can choose to dine

at the table or seat themselves on the long couch; while the cobbled patio

offers views of the busy streets for those seated on the outside.

 +49 89 2111 2361  www.sitar-indisches-restaurant.de/  Robert-Koch-Strasse 4, Munich

 by Joshua Rappeneker   

Palast der Winde 

"Indian Specialties"

Named after the iconic structure that sits in the Indian city of Jaipur,

Palast der Winde is a neighborhood place for Indian cuisine in Munich.

Tucked in the Isarvorstadt tenement, this restaurant brings North-Indian

fare in an ethnically-inspired setting. The vibrant interiors exude an

unpretentious and comfortable vibe, while the food speaks for itself in

terms of flavors and authenticity. Highlights of the menu include Tandoori

Chicken, Dal Makhani, Chicken Tikka Masala, Rogan Josh and Jheenga

Korma. Both traditional and local beverages are offered. Gracious service

and soft Indian melodies add to the pleasurable dining experience

Reserve ahead or just walk in with family or friends.

 +49 89 26 3278  www.palastderwinde.de/  palastderwinde@hotmail.d

e

 Hans-Sachs-Straße 8,

Munich
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 by Bharat Mirchandani   

Indisches Restaurant Ganesha 

"Indian Food Fiesta"

Owned by an Indian, Indisches Restaurant Ganesha, named after the

Indian God of prosperity offers a variety of Indian dishes with an authentic

taste and feel to them. Take in the aroma of the various spices used to

lend a strong flavor to the curries. Choose from Dal Tadka, Mango

Chicken, Fish Badami, Beef Madras and Chiken Tikka M25 for a

memorable meal. A plethora vegetarian dishes are also served along with

thalis or set meals that give a taste of everything. Finish the meal with

Firni or Kulfi that are special desserts of India.

 +49 89 448 0962  rest.ganesha@hotmail.de  Rosenheimerstraße 113A, Munich

 by Abel Cheung   

Swagat 

"Superlative Indian Cuisine"

There are many good mid-priced Indian restaurants in Munich and Swagat

is one in the elite club. If you have a hankering for curry, stop by here and

enjoy their slow-cooked, deeply flavored and spiced curries, washed down

with a good brew. You could also try some of their lighter dishes,

including their tasty onion bhajis and samosas. If you're an indecisive

diner, there is a range of thalis (combination of dishes) on offer, including

a vegetarian one.

 +49 89 4708 4844  www.swagat.de/  swagat@gmx.de  Prinzregentenplatz 13,

Munich

 by Roland Tanglao   

Maharani Restaurant 

"Indian Style Meal"

Decorated in kitschy Indian style, in reds and orange, with prints, posters,

statues and carvings of Indian paintings and idols; Maharani serves up a

selection of popular Indian fare. On the menu you'll find starters like

Chana Chaat, samosa and Prawn puri. For mains they have a selection of

curries, vegetable dishes as well as Indian barbecue or Tandoori. With a

full bar, Maharani is a good option if you're craving some tasty, spicy food.

 +49 89 77 6713  maharanimunich.de/  Baldeplatz 1, Munich

 by SteFou!   

Natraj Restaurant 

"Traditional Indian Food"

Great value for money, cheerful ambiance and well prepared food has

garnered Natraj several accolades over the years. This family style

restaurant serves up Indian food prepared in the traditional manner.

Natraj offers separate lunch and dinner menus, with lunch specials like

the Mix Thali which includes a vegetable, rice, lamb curry and snacks.

From starters and appetizers to savory mains and vegetarian specials the

truly extensive menu has something for everyone. The restaurant is small

so you may have to wait a while if it's crowded.

 +49 89 1200 1262  www.natrajmuenchen.de/  info@natrajmuenchen.de  Nymphenburger strasse 26,

Munich
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